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LETTER OF MOTIVATION
This is Prakash Shivakoti from Nepal and I would like to apply for Lappeenranta University of
Technology program Master’s in Electrical Engineering (Industrial Electronics). Why Iam very
much interested in this program is that each university has their expertise to induce into student
with deeper knowledge. My Bachelor Degree was in Electronics and Communication
Engineering from North Eastern Regional Institute of Science and Technology (NERIST now
deemed university) under the ministry of Human Resource Development Government of India
affiliated to North East Hill University, Meghalaya. Prior to this I had completed Diploma in
Electronics and Electrical Communication Engineering from the same institute. Besides this I
have undergone Intensive three months training in Service Industry Management from Institute
of Tourism and Future Management Trends (ITFT), Chandigarh, India.
The above mention course has good combination of Electronics, Electrical, Computer and
Communication related subjects which has given wide scope of planning my career. Since my
schooling I read articles about electrical related which kept motivating me in starting my career
in this field. The focus of my undergraduate studies was electronics, electrical and computers.
My undergraduate courses have given me a comprehensive knowledge of several electronics
relevant courses (Industrial electronics, Semiconductors Devices and Circuits, Electromagnetic
Waves, Pulse and Digital Circuit, Control System, VLSI, Antenna and Fundamentals of Radar
etc.)These courses, intensive in their subject matter, developed in me an appreciation for a
diverse range of ideas and an amalgamation of varied but interrelated skills.
I would like to add some activities which have developed in me a permanent taste of
competitiveness and also emphasized my organizational skills. After graduation worked as a
Technical Support Assistant at Hot Manipur Technology, a Private Enterprise, over there in
India. My key responsibity is to support out staffing requirement and to look over the entire
product thereof. I have been to Qatar for a short period in a Marine Trading Company there I
worked as a Sales Engineer. Currently Iam doing Diploma in Web Technology and is due to
complete in the month of March this year.
I believe that the courses I have pursued for my bachelor degree and the experience I gained
have provided me with a strong base for Master in Electrical Engineering (Industrial
Electronics). With this basic grounding I strongly believe that the Master program will further
strengthen my knowledge, hone my skills and enable me to at the forefront of leading- edge
technology and the research going on in the field of industrial electronics. I understand that the
industrial electronics specialist will have to think strategically, communicate clearly and be adept
at managing change and uncertainty in organization. These are tough skills and a Master’s
program that can impart these skills can really accelerate my career growth. I chose your
program after researching scores of universities. I believe that its course work is what I needed,
in order to attain the skills I require. Iam determined to do master then doctorate which will
certainly help with my future career. I want to gain solid background in this field.
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Basically, Nepal is not a developed country .The higher study is not able to compete with the
present world status. I intend to study in Lappeenranta University of Technology for gathering
the high standard of technical knowledge so that I can contribute to the country development. We
have to face the challenges of 21st century .We are passing a crucial time and competing with the
global fellow in every respect. It is not wise to waste a single moment to prepare to meet the
upcoming global challenges. I have gone through your university website and gathered
information about your university. I have an ardent desire to your university.
I strongly believe that under the guidance of your highly competent research-oriented faculty, I
would decisively mould my career for the better. An assistantship besides providing financial
support would give me an invaluable research/teaching experience. As I know the university
education is fee due to the government fund so that I should be very much aware to the
investment towards my studies and I have to do much better than the expectation and also Iam
fully aware that my course runs with the system of self funding so that me and my family
background of economic status is fully capable to bear my lodging and fooding in the period of
my study. I am also aware that your university expects very high standards from its students.
However, I am confident that with my sincerity and dedication, I will be able to live upto the
high expectation of your academic standards.
Thanking you in anticipation. I look forward to your positive response.

Yours sincerely
Prakash Shivakoti
Duwagadi-4 Jhapa Nepal
Contact-+9779841577140/+9779849088038
Email-info@kiec.edu.np

